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REGISTRATION IS OPEN FOR THE AALL ANNUAL MEETING 
& CONFERENCE  

 
 
CHICAGO – March 16, 2023 — The American Association of Law Libraries (AALL)— 
the only national organization representing law librarians and legal information 
professionals—opened registration for its 116th Annual Meeting & Conference in 
Boston, Massachusetts, today. The 2023 AALL Annual Meeting & Conference, Map 
Our Future, will be held at the Hynes Convention Center, July 15-18. Over 65 programs 
have been selected for this Conference including developing a professional pipeline, 
becoming a confident public speaker, the future of machine learning, succession 
planning, and more. Over 45 exhibitors are currently confirmed for the exhibit hall. 
 
The AALL Annual Meeting is the leading gathering place for 1,200+ law librarians and 
legal information professionals to network with their peers, dive deeper into their 
professional development, explore topics and strategies tailored specifically to their 
roles, and gain the tools needed to improve their organizations.  
 
“I am very excited about this year’s Annual Meeting theme, Map Our Future,” said 
AALL President Beth Adelman. “Our roles have evolved with time and the need to focus 
on identifying and recruiting professionals into the profession are key. Law librarianship 
is an integral part of legal education and legal practice, and law librarians play a key role 
in innovation and legal technology within our institutions.” 
 
We are thrilled to announce that Charles Vogl, adviser, speaker, and author, will be the 
2023 keynote speaker. During his keynote “The Art of Community,” Vogl will discuss 
time-tested principles for growing effective and connected communities, focusing on the 
power of invitation. We hope you are as excited as we are to hear him speak. 
 
To register, please visit bit.ly/AALL23attend. AALL thanks its generous partners: 
platinum sponsors LexisNexis and Thomson Reuters, and silver sponsor Bloomberg 
Law, for their continued support. Additional sponsorship as well as exhibiting 
opportunities are available. For more information visit bit.ly/AALL23sponsor. 
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The American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) advocates for access to legal 
information and supports the legal information profession by cultivating the growth of 
our members, connecting them with each other, and championing the value of legal 
information and legal information professionals. For more information, visit 
www.aallnet.org.   
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